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Abstract. Meta-learning models have two objectives. First, they need to be able
to make predictions over a range of task distributions while utilizing only a small
amount of training data. Second, they also need to adapt to new novel unseen tasks
at meta-test time again by using only a small amount of training data from that task.
It is the second objective where meta-learning models fail for non-mutually exclusive
tasks due to task overfitting. Given that guaranteeing mutually exclusive tasks is
often difficult, there is a significant need for regularization methods that can help
reduce the impact of task-memorization in meta-learning. For example, in the case
of N-way, K-shot classification problems, tasks becomes non-mutually exclusive when
the labels associated with each task is fixed. Under this design, the model will simply
memorize the class labels of all the training tasks, and thus will fail to recognize a new
task (class) at meta-test time. A direct observable consequence of this memorization
is that the meta-learning model simply ignores the task-specific training data in favor
of directly classifying based on the test-data input. In our work, we propose a reg-
ularization technique for meta-learning models that gives the model designer more
control over the information flow during meta-training. Our method consists of a
regularization function that is constructed by maximizing the distance between task-
summary statistics, h(Dtri

i ), in the case of black-box models and task specific network
parameters (φi) in the case of optimization based models during meta-training. Max-
imizing the proposed regularization function reduces task-overfitting because both
h(Dtri

i ) and (φi) are computed using task training data (Dtri
i ), and thus encourages

the model to use Dtri
i during meta-training. Our proposed regularization function

shows an accuracy boost of ∼ 36% on the Omniglot dataset for 5-way, 1-shot classi-
fication using black-box method and for 20-way, 1-shot classification problem using
optimization-based method. 1
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1 Introduction

Designing machine learning (ML) algorithms that are sample-efficient and generalize to
novel tasks is a challenging problem and an active area of research. ML models based on su-
pervised learning have shown tremendous success in solving many complex problems across
various domains. However, these models also require large amounts of data and have lower
performance on datasets that are significantly different from the training data distribution.
In recent years, meta-learning has emerged as a popular framework to design models that
are robust, sample-efficient, have high accuracy over a wide range of task distributions, and
also adapt to new unseen tasks with only few training examples.

Even though meta-learning has shown exciting results over a range of problems, they
require the careful construction of the input training task distribution. Without this care-
ful construction, they suffer from a problem known as task-overfitting, which is different
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from the issue of overfitting associated with the supervised learning models. Overfitting
in supervised learning happens when the model memorizes the input training data, and
exhibits low performance on the test dataset samples which are drawn from the same dis-
tribution of training data. In contrast, task-overfitting in meta-learning happens because
the model memorizes all the training tasks, and thus have low performance on new unseen
tasks at meta-test time. For this reason, known regularization techniques such as dropout,
data-augmentation and L² regularization of network weights do not prevent task-overfitting.
All these techniques work at the dataset level for single task problems. Thus, novel regu-
larization techniques need to be designed to work on over task-distribution in meta-learning.

In all meta-learning models, each task consists of training and test data, where the
objective of the model is to quickly converge on a solution for the task using task-training
data only. However, during training if models completely ignore the task-training data while
learning about the tasks, it leads to task-overfitting. In essence, the model has memorized
the underlying functional form of all the training tasks in its weight vector, and thus does
not know how to process the training data of new tasks at meta-test time. Thus, the objec-
tive of all meta-regularization techniques is based on the principal that meta-learning does
not ignore task training data while learning about the tasks.

The primary contribution of our work consists of:

1. Identification and analysis of task-memorization in black-box and optimization based
meta learning models.

2. Construction of a meta-regularization function that forces the use of task-training data
while learning about the tasks. In black-box models, we do that by maximizing the
Euclidean distance between the summary statistics of tasks that are computed using the
task-training data. In the case of optimization based models, we regularize the model
by maximizing the Euclidean distance between the task-specific parameters itself.

2 Related Work

Previous work has approached the issue of task-overfitting in meta-learning in several ways.
Yin et al. [9] has proposed a regularization technique based on maximizing the mutual
information between the task-training data and task-specific parameters. They do this by
drawing the meta-parameter θ from a Gaussian distribution instead of point estimate value.
Lee et al. [5] has suggested a technique called meta-dropout, where a separate model learns
a noise distribution to perturb each dimension of the input training and test data such that
it becomes harder for the model to memorize all the tasks. On the other hand, Rajendran et
al. [6] has proposed meta-augmentation where they make the labels noisy without changing
input data to tackle memorization.

3 Memorization in Meta-Learning

The meta-learning problem statement is often framed in contrast to the mathematical frame-
work behind the classical supervised machine learning problem. Specifically, the standard
supervised machine learning problem uses training data and label pairs D = (xi, yi), sam-
pled i.i.d. from a single task T , to learn a function x 7→ ŷ. Similarly, in meta-learning our
goal is to learn-to-learn by sampling a set of tasks {Ti} i.i.d., where each task is composed
of both a support set of training data-label pairs Dtrii = (xtrii , ytrii ) and a query set of train-
ing data-label pairs Dtesti = (xtesti , ytesti ). Thus, at meta-test time, our goal is to quickly
learn a model for a new task T using only a small sample of data along with the learned
meta-parameters θ and task-specific-parameters φ. The entire set of meta-training tasks is
denoted by M = {Dtrii ,Dtesti }Ni=1.
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(a) Memorization overfitting
occurs when the meta-learner
ignores training examples and
directly infers from a given
query task [6]

(b) In MAML, the task-specific parameters tend to get very
close to each other when memorization happens.

Fig. 1: Memorization in Meta-Learning

Designing a set of mutually-exclusive tasks takes a tremendous amount of work as it’s
non-trivial and highly problem specific. One example is the technique of shuffling the labels
in a classification problem. By making the class labels inconsistent throughout the train-
ing process, we ensure that the model cannot directly memorize the labels associated with
each class. Unfortunately, the same strategy of label-shuffling does not work for all types of
problems (ex: label-shuffling doesn’t work with regression). For this reason, it’s not always
possible to construct mutually exclusive tasks from a training-task distribution. When tasks
are non-mutually exclusive, the simplest way for the model to solve the given problem is
to directly learn a single function that can solve all the given tasks, which causes task-
memorization. In other words, the meta-learner puts less emphasis on task-specific training
data and attempts to accurately infer outcomes based more on the test input. Since a desired
meta-learner has to utilize both sources of information, each meta-learning model exists on
a spectrum based on its weighting of task-specific information and meta information. Con-
sequently, memorization only becomes an issue when the meta-learning model places so
much emphasis on the meta information that the model become incapable of generalizing to
unseen tasks. At the limit of complete memorization, the model will only draw conclusions
based on the test input (Figure 1a). How the memorization problem manifests depends on
the meta-learning algorithm used, and the model architecture implemented. In this paper,
we explore memorization in Memory-Augmented Neural Networks (MANN) [7] and Model-
Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) [1], two popular meta-learning algorithms.

As we mentioned above, meta-learning models need to learn based on both task-specific
information and meta-information across tasks. In the context of MANN based meta-
learning (sometimes referred to as a ”black-box” based approach to meta-learning), task-
specific information and meta information can be observed through the task-summary statis-
tics and the latent representation of tasks, respectively. The quantities are defined in detail
below.

The MANN model architecture used in these experiments is composed of an encoder
to learn latent representation (gθ) of input data, and a LSTM block [2] as a black-box
meta-learning model. The encoder consists of a series of convolutional neural networks
[3]. After computing the latent representation (gθ) of the training data Dtri

i for a given
task, we concatenate each gθ with their corresponding labels, which is then feed into the
LSTM block to compute task-summary statistics (hθ(D

tri
i )). This hθ(D

tri
i ) is then used

to learn a task-specific function and make predictions on task-test data (Dtest
i ). Details

of the architecture used are included in Figure 2. To regularize the model such that Dtri
i

does not get ignored, we maximized the distance between the summary statistics of tasks
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as fdistance(hθ(D
tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j )). Further, since the distance between Dtri

i for similar tasks
should be smaller, and dissimilar tasks should be larger, we have also used another regular-
ization function where fdistance(hθ(D

tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j )) is normalized by the distance between

task latent-representation fdistance(gθ(D
tri
i ), gθ(D

tri
j )). Here, we have used L2-norm as dis-

tance metric function fdistance().

In the black-box model context, we treat hθ as analogous to stepping through a model
with task-specific parameters φ, and g as analogous to stepping through a model with
meta-parameters θ. Therefore, during memorization we expect to observe a high value for
latent-representation distance (fdistance(gθ(D

tri
i ), gθ(D

tri
j ))) relative to the task-summary

distance (fdistance(hθ(D
tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j ))).

Fig. 2: MANN Model Architecture.

For MAML based meta-learning, memorization results in the the model meta-parameter
θ getting very close to the task-specific parameters φi; i ∈m, where m is the number of tasks
within the current batch. This means that the model starts ignoring meta-training data and
does not learn distinct φi for each task. When this happens, the distance between task-
specific parameters gets very low; i.e. φi ≈ φj∀i 6= j. Initialization model meta-parameter
θ thus learnt is not good enough to adapt to a new task quickly and hence, we see a very
low validation accuracy on meta-validation. This problem can be alleviated to some extent
by enforcing the task-specific parameters φi to be far from φj in some proportion to the
distance between taski and taskj themselves, ∀i 6= j.

4 Our Method - Mutual Exclusiveness Regularization

The main contribution of this paper is a proposed method of regularization to reduce the
impact of memorization, as well as experiments to validate and analyze the performance of
said regularization method.
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4.1 Black-Box Method (MANN)

The general MANN network objective is:

min
θ

∑
i

(L(h(Dtri
i ), Dtest

j ) (1)

For the MANN model experiments, we explore three different methods of regularization.
As noted in the previous section, memorization in MANN is observed when the ratio of
task-summary distance to latent-representation distance is low. In method 1, we aim to
improve this ratio by adding a regularization incentive for larger values of task-summary
distance. Mathematically, this is done by training with the following objective.

min
θ

∑
i

(L(h(Dtri
i ), Dtest

j )− λ
∑
i

∑
j,j 6=i

fdistance(hθ(D
tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j )) (2)

Not all task-summary distances should be weighted equally. In fact, if two tasks are
similar, we would want the model to focus more on the task-summary data. Therefore,
the second method of regularization weights the task-summary distances by the respective
task-latent distance.

min
θ

∑
i

(L(h(Dtri
i ), Dtest

j )− λ
∑
i

∑
j,j 6=i

fdistance(hθ(D
tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j ))

fdistance(g(Dtri
i ), g(Dtri

j ))
) (3)

The end goal of regularizing the objective function used by a meta-learning model is to
give us better control over the information flow. The final method of regularization defines
a desired ratio of task-summary information to task-latent information η. While this does
introduce another hyper-parameter that would need to be tuned, it allows us much greater
control over the model’s behavior.

min
θ

∑
i

(L(h(Dtri
i ), Dtest

j ) + λ
∑
i

∑
j,j 6=i

|η −
fdistance(hθ(D

tri
i ), hθ(D

tri
j ))

fdistance(g(Dtri
i ), g(Dtri

j ))
|) (4)

4.2 Optimization-Based Method (MAML)

In an optimization-based method like MAML, the network parameters are optimized for
each task in an inner loop, and later the parameters are optimized to minimize loss over all
the tasks. In the process, the network learns a good initialization, from which it can solve
a new task in a very few number of inner updates. If the task-specific model parameters
used during inner loop updates are denoted as φ and the initialization parameters are de-
noted as θ, then the memorization problem in MAML can be summarized as shown in Fig 1b.

If all the tasks are mutually-exclusive, the model parameters learnt during the inner loop
are far from each other. However, if the tasks are not mutually-exclusive, as the model starts
to remember training samples, initialization parameters learnt during the training process
starts to solve all of the tasks. As a result, task parameters φi ≈ φj ;∀i 6= j, which also means
that θ ≈ φi;∀i. This can be clearly seen in Fig 3c, where the pre-optimization accuracy in-
creases as the training progresses. For mutually-exclusive tasks, the pre-optimization accu-
racy should correspond to a random guess while the post-optimization accuracy approaches
1.0 during training. Since the model memorizes training samples during meta-training step,
the post-optimization accuracy during the meta-validation step remains quite low as shown
in Fig 3c.

We formulate our regularization function to target the memorization problem by enforc-
ing mutual-exclusiveness in a set of non-mutually-exclusive tasks. We do this by enforcing
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Fig. 3: Memorization in (a-b) Black-box (MANN) and (c) Optimization-based(MAML)
model. Here, when memorization happens distance between task-summary statistics(hdist)
gets very low which means the model has ignored the task training data. (c) Shows memoriza-
tion in optimization-based (MAML) model, where memorization happens the task specific
parameters φ gets very close to the model parameters θ. This results in the pre-optimization
model accuracy getting very close to the post-optimization accuracy, and thus the network
performance is very poor at validation/test time.

the task-specific parameters φi to be farther away from φj . As shown in Fig 4, we first per-
form inner loop updates for all tasks to obtain φi; i ∈ [0,m), where m is the total number of
tasks. During the outer loop updates, the regularization loss function, Lreg is obtained by
sampling k pairs of tasks and computing a negative measure of distance between task-specific
model parameters. This is then weighted by a factor λ and then added to the outer-loop
loss function Lts to obtain a total loss function L = Lts + λLreg. Additionally, we pose
the constraints that the difference between task-specific parameters should be proportional
to the distance between the tasks themselves, obtained by extracting latent embeddings of
tasks. We denote this proportionality constant by η. The complete algorithm for MAML
with Mutual Exclusiveness Regularization (MER-MAML) is given in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4: Our meta-regularization approach for optimization-based meta learning.

In the algorithm outlined (Algorithm 1), α is the inner-loop learning rate and β is the
meta-step size used during stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The complete meta-objective
function is given in Equation 5.
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Algorithm 1 Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning with Mutual Exclusiveness Regularization

Require: p(T ): distribution over tasks
Require: α, β: step size; λ: regularization factor; η: task parameters distance to task embedding

distance ratio; K: number of task pairs to sample, K < number of tasks in current batch
1: randomly initialize θ
2: while not done do
3: Sample batch of tasks Ti ∼ p(T )
4: for all Ti do
5: Evaluate ∇θLTi(fθ) with respect to K examples
6: Compute task specific parameter with gradient descent: φi = θ − α∇θLTi(fθ)
7: Obtain task encoding: f(Dtr

i )
8: Obtain task-specific model parameters: g(f(Dtr

i ))
9: end for

10: for k=1:K do
11: Sample pair of tasks: Ti, Tj
12: Compute distance between task encodings: fdistance(f(Dtr

i ), f(Dtr
j ))

13: Compute distance between task-specific model parameters: fdistance(φi, φj)

14: Compute: Rφk = η − fdistance(φi,φj)

fdistance(f(D
tr
i ),f(Dtr

j ))

15: end for
16: Compute: Rφ = 1

K

∑
kRφk

17: Update θ ← θ − β[∇θ
∑
Ti∼p(T ) LTi(fφi) + λRφ]

18: end while

min
θ

∑
Ti∼p(T )

LTi(fφi
) + λ[η − fdistance(φi, φj)

fdistance(g(Dtr
i ), g(Dtr

j ))
] (5)

5 Experimental Details

5.1 MER-MANN

The MANN model used in the experiments below was trained and tested on the Omniglot
dataset [4], with 1200 training examples, 400 validation examples, and 23 test examples.
In prior sections, we noted that memorization can be alleviated by clever task construction
to ensure mutual exclusivity. For Omniglot dataset image classification, mutual exclusivity
can be introduced by assigning shuffled labels to various images. This way, the model will
see multiple different labels during training time with no way for the model to use that
information to directly arrive at a solution. In our experiments, we induce memorization by
intentionally assigning consistent labels, observing memorization behavior, then using our
regularization methods to reduce the behavior. The experiments include both 5-way 1-shot
classification and 10-way 1-shot classification. For the third method of regularization, we
also perform parameter search in order to find the ideal η that maximizes the test accuracy.

Training is done with batch size of 32. The convolutional networks and LSTMs are
optimized using Adam with a learning rate of 0.001. For each method of regularization
defined above, we used λ = 1.

5.2 MER-MAML

Obtaining a task representation for measuring the distance between task embeddings is
tricky. One can use a pre-trained feature extractor to obtain the latent vector and use a
separate function to measure the distance between two such vectors. In our case, we con-
struct our model as a combination of Data Encoder and Task Solver. While the former is
responsible for extracting task data-point features, the latter is in charge of solving each
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task. In order to obtain distances between task embeddings, we first extract Data Encoder
model parameters for each task and then use a distance metric (L2 norm in our experiments)
to compute the distance between a pair of tasks. Similarly, to compute distances between
task-specific parameters, we obtain distances between Task Solver model parameters from
the same pair of tasks. This is demonstrated in Fig 5.

(a) Model architecture used
for MER-MAML, Conv2D
layers are represented as
Conv2D(filters, (kxk), stride)

(b) Our proposed regularization method for tackling mem-
orization in MAML - Meta Exclusiveness Regularization
(MER)

Fig. 5: Model architecture and our meta exclusive regularization method for MAML

For all our experiments with MER-MAML, we use inner loop learning rate of 0.04 and
outer loop learning rate of 0.0025. The number of sampled task pairs was chosen to be 4.
All the experiments listed in Table 3 were conducted with a batch size of 10. We work with
the Omniglot dataset [4] for solving a 20-way, 1-shot, classification problem. The Omniglot
dataset contains 20 instances of 1623 characters from 50 different alphabets. We divide
these characters into 1100 meta-training, 100 meta-validation, and 423 meta-testing set. To
maintain the label consistency throughout the experiments, we divide the sets into fixed n-
classes for n-way classification problem. We also conducted some preliminary experiments
with the Pose dataset [8] for pose regression task.

6 Results

6.1 MER-MANN

In MANN based meta-learning, we observe memorization when training accuracy increases
greatly while test accuracy remains low (see Figure 3a). We experiment with various reg-
ularization methods all under the umbrella designation MER-MANN. We find that our
proposed MER-MANN model improves test accuracy, though at great man-hour costs in
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Table 1: Validation accuracy of MANN models with our regularization, Meta Exclusiveness
Regularization (MER), on Omniglot datasets

5 -way 1 -shot Classification 10 -way 1 -shot Classification

Test Accuracy % hθ/zθ Ratio Test Accuracy % hθ/zθ Ratio

Label Shuffled MANN 45 – 32 –

Memorization MANN 23 0.14 11 0.1

MER Method 1 41 3.2 12 1.3

MER Method 2 45 2.3 10.6 0.01

MER Method 3 59 2.0 26 4.0

tuning parameters to find the right emphasis ratio needed for the desired M. Results for
the experiments detailed above are reported in Table 1.

In 5-way 1-shot classification, random guessing will produce accuracy of about 20%.
Looking at the results, we can clearly see that each of the MER-MANN methods of regu-
larization produce better test accuracy compared to the MANN model with induced mem-
orization. One interesting note involves the ratio of task-summary distance hθ to last-latent
information. Since a low ratio indicates that the model is ignoring the training data to make
predictions (and is thus memorizing), one might expect that the higher the ratio the bet-
ter. However, that is not the case. In fact, there appears to be a ”sweet-spot” ratio where
information is utilized from both task-summary and task-latent, resulting in performance
exceeding that of the baseline label-shuffled MANN model (see Figure 6).

In 10-way 1-shot classification, random guessing will produce accuracy around 10%. Due
to the significantly harder classification problem, we found this set of experiments difficult
to optimize. In Table 2, we detail multiple possible values of eta that we tried in order
to find the optimal ratio of information. Indeed, we found that eta = 4 provided optimal
results, which turn out to be slightly worse that that of the baseline label-shuffled MANN
experiment.

Table 2: Validation accuracy of MANN models with our regularization, Meta Exclusiveness
Regularization (MER), on Omniglot datasets with various different values for η.

10 -way 1 -shot Classification
Desired Ratio (η)

Test Accuracy % hθ/zθ Ratio

2 12.8 2.0

4 26 4.0

6 25 6.0

8 24 8.0

10 23.5 10.0
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Fig. 6: (a) Shows accuracy of black-box model(MANN) on 5 way 1 shot classification task
with the regularization function as used in MER Method 3 in Table 1. (b) Here, we can also
observe that distance between task-summary statistics has increased as compared to figure
3b where its low value

6.2 MER-MAML

For Omniglot dataset, memorization problem in MAML is recognized when the pre-optimization
accuracy starts to approach post-optimization accuracy. This meta-overfitting also results
in low meta-validation accuracy as outlined in Fig 3c. Using our meta exclusiveness regular-
ization (MER) method with MAML, we are able to improve the meta-validation accuracy.
This is illustrated in Fig 7a which shows the contrast between MAML (without MER) and
MER-MAML. As seen in the plot, without MER, the validation accuracy first increases and
then starts to decay as the training progresses and model starts to memorize meta-training
samples. MER-MAML alleviates this problem as evident from the graph, where we see a
gradual improvement in validation accuracy.

(a) Post-optimization validation accuracy of
MAML with and without Mutual Exclusive-
ness Regularization

(b) Validation accuracy of MAML with our
regularization, Meta Exclusiveness Regular-
ization (MER), on omniglot dataset for var-
ious combinations of λ and η

Fig. 7: Validation accuracy of MAML and MER-MAML.

We conduct various experiments on the Omniglot dataset classification problem by vary-
ing the regularization factor λ and task-to-data encoding ratio η. In all our experiments,
we find that our method, MER-MAML, improves accuracy over the model without any
meta-regularization (MAML). We achieve the best results with λ = 0.1 and η = 1.0, which
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improves the meta-testing accuracy by ∼ 36%. These results are summarized in Table 3.

A plot of validation accuracy for various λ and η are shown in Fig 7b which shows a
trend that MER improves validation accuracy as training progresses.

Table 3: Testing accuracy of MAML with our regularization, Meta Exclusiveness Regular-
ization (MER), on omniglot dataset for various combinations of λ and η

n-way k -shot Method λ η accuracy std. deviation

20 1 MAML - - 0.22516668 0.16212127

20 1 MER-MAML 0.1 1 0.58416665 0.13928139

20 1 MER-MAML 0.1 2 0.41899998 0.16919309

20 1 MER-MAML 0.1 3 0.3726667 0.24226156

20 1 MER-MAML 0.2 3 0.3465833 0.17981702

20 1 MER-MAML 0.3 3 0.24208333 0.20874585

20 1 MER-MAML 0.4 3 0.39549997 0.25433853

We observe that the MAML architecture that consists of a data encoder and a task solver
leads to a higher accuracy as compared to a simpler model that does not have a separate
data encoder. In this similar model, we directly used the distance between Dtri

i to normalize
the distance between task-specific parameters φi. Table 4 summarizes the testing accuracy
of a simpler model, and as is evident from the table, the model achieves lower accuracy
overall. MER-MAML does improve the accuracy on Omniglot dataset even with a simpler
model and achieves the best result for λ = 1, η = 4 but is lower then the complex model
as shown in Table 3 where we have separately learned task embeddings to normalize task
parameters.

Table 4: Testing accuracy of a simpler MER-MAML architecture on omniglot dataset for
various combinations of λ and η

n-way k -shot Method λ η accuracy std. deviation

20 1 simple MAML - - 0.12 0.07

20 1 simple MER-MAML 1 1 0.140 0.07

20 1 simple MER-MAML 1 3 0.215 0.08

20 1 simple MER-MAML 1 4 0.2787 0.09

20 1 simple MER-MAML 1 5 0.2717 0.08

Some preliminary work with Pose dataset for regression task also seems to improve the
model performance. Fig 8 shows validation MSE of MER-MAML on pose regression task.
We notice that our regularization method decreases the test MSE on pose regression task
by 0.63 rad2.
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Fig. 8: MER improves the model performance on pose regression task.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we overview the memorization problem in meta-learning training. Specifically,
we started by formalize the meta-learning problem in relation to the canonical single task
machine learning problem. With this view, we show that memorization can be viewed as a
form of task-overfitting introduced by the more sophisticated structure of the meta-training
procedure. Naturally, we illustrate the need for mutually-exclusive tasks, and describe how
to induce memorization in the N -way K-shot image classification problem extensively used
in this paper.

We show that our proposed regularization method, Meta Exclusiveness Regularization
(MER), improves model performance in various frameworks including black-box and optimization-
based meta-learning approaches. For the classification problem, we explore the Omniglot
dataset on which our method consistently improves validation and test accuracy. Further-
more, our preliminary experiments also show an improved test MSE in a regression task for
which we used Pose dataset.

By enforcing Mutual-Exclusiveness, we are able to avoid meta-overfitting during meta-
learning. From our experiments, we found that the mutual-exclusiveness between tasks (i.e.
distance between task-specific parameters) should be proportional to the distance between
data-points. The proportionality ratio was kept a constant during all of our experiments
and the best one was empirically found. In our future work, we plan to learn this hyper-
parameter, as well as learn a better representation of task-latent space.
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